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Introduction 

Our problem is to establish systems of toroidal arid bipolar 

coordinates by vector methods and apply it to the solution of Laplace's 

differential equation 

(1.1) VV f = o. 

Such a solution f, if its first arid second vector derivatives exist 

in a given region, are said to be harmonic in that region. We first 

consider the toroidal system based upon the tori generated by the 

circle of Apollonius. 

The two fixed points are designated by the position vectors 

C and -C. A unit vector A is defined fixed in direction and normal 

to C, that is 

(1.2) Al, £CO. 
Figure 1. 
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With reference to figure 1, one notes that 

(1.h) a2 (R + c).(R + C) = R'R + 2RC + C.0 

(l.) b2 (R - c).(R - C) RR - 2R'C + C.C. 

In the plane a circle of Apolionius is generated by equations 



(1.h) and (1.5) ehen the ratio a/b is constant. However, since It is 

the space vector, the equations give a sphere o± Apollonius. It is 
wefl to note that this sphere is one of the surfaces in a bipolar 

coordinate system. The required torus s the envelope of the spheres 

as they are rotated about the origin holding A fixed. 

To obtain the envelope of the spheres it is necessary to 
introduce a planar dyadic . This dyadic is defined by the relationship 
(1.6) 'I'=l-AA. 
It annihilates al]. vectors in the direction of A, but acts as an idem- 

factor to ali vectors normal to A. 

The vector S defined by 

(1.7) 5 'P' R (RR)ì C2 = CC, 

is the locus of points lying on a circle of radius c , normai to the 
vector A. For each given R, the point S is copiar with R and A. 

This fact is demonstrated by the vanishing of the triple scalar product 

(8) A x R ['i-' . 
= 

o 

If S (1.7) is substituted for C in equations (l.1) and (1.), 

one has 

(1.9) a2 (R + f"R 'R) PR 
(R.I1.R) 

= RR + 2o(R.'P.RY C2. 
1 

(1.10) b RR-2c(R.J'.R)í+c 

With a/b a constant, these are the parametric equations for a family 
of tori. 

To conform with convention of notation, one defines 



(1.11) y ln(a/b), 

then 

(1.12) a2 + b2 + ¡ - e' + 

a2 - b2 a b - (a_ eTh(b1*7 ' 

b a 

or 

(1.13) a2 + b2 a2_b20ab0t1V 
On adding and then subtracting equations (1.9) and (1.10), 

(1.11) a2 + b2 2(RR + 

(1.1) a2 - b2 1ic(R.P 

Combining these last three relationships, the equation for the one 

parameter fani1y of tori becomes 

(1.16) RR + C2 = 2c(R' 4' .R) coth y. 

Th18 can be rewritten as 

(1.17) [(Re ,F .R) - c coth + RAAR a2 csch2 y 

by completing the square. This form of the equation indicates the 

center of a cross section element parallel to A is at a distance 

e coth y units from the origin and has a radius of e csch y units, 

c ccc'thv 



b 

2. Coordinate8 of a Toroidal System 

VIe seek two singlo parameter families of surfaces that 

intersect ti f&nily of tori (1.15) orthogonally; that is, intersect 

along the orthogonal trajectories. The differential equation for 

these trajectories to the torus is 

(2.1) Vv x dR O, or Vv k dR, 

where Vv is the gradient of this family. We further want the surfaces 

obtained from the above equation to intersect each other orthogonafly. 

The gradient is obtained by differentiating the equation of 

the torus 

(2.2) RR 4 C2 = 2c(R. P .R)T coth y 

as a function of the space vector R. 

The vector derivative V of any scalar or vector function of 

the space vector R is defined by 

(2.3) d dR.V 

for arbitrary dR. 

On differentiating (2.2) wo obtain 

(2.b) 2R -2c(R. 4' R) csch2 y Vv 2c coth y 

(R.P.R)2 

and 

(2.S) 
ccoth y R' (RI' ,R) i 

cRFRcsch2v 

Two independent scalar integrals of 

(2.6) o coth y R ' - (R.F .R)ì R k 
C R'.R oath2 y 

are the required normal surfaces. 



s 

Multiplying both members of this equation by the integrating 

factors R, 'AAR, BB'R, where 

(2.7) f3'B = 1 , 84 = O, 

one obtains three equivalent scalar equations. 

(2.8) e coth V RPR -(RÇ' .R)tR.R 
= k cm 

e 'P 'R csch2 

(2.9) C coth y R' 4' 'AA'R -(R'P .R)ÌR'WR 
= k dR'AA'R 

e R'P'R csch2 y 
i 

(2.10) e cothvR 'F'BBR- (R"PR)R''Rk.ßBR 
e R' 4' 'R each2 y 

By eliminating k between equations (2.8) and (2.9), and 

observing that 

(2.11) J'AIA-AAAA-AO, 
I'B -AA13 =8 - O B, 

one obtains the differential equation 

(2.12) dRR cR.4'.R each2 y dR.AAR cR"P'R csch2 y 
C coth y R' 'k - (R 4' 'R)'R -(R' 4' 'R) R'AÂR 

i 
VIe assume that c(R. .R)2 cscW- y is finite and different from 

zero, then it can be factored from both sides of equation (2.12). 

This condition is satisfied if the points R do not lie on the axis of 

rotation of the torus. 

The differential equation is further simplified by rewriting 

the equation of the torus as 

(2.13) e coth y (lt 4' .R) - RR (c2 - RR) 

and naking the corresponding substitutions. The differential equation 

now simplifies to 
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(2.]IL) dRR _d1'AAR 
- 2R.AA.R 

which has the integral 

(2.15) RR - RAy, 

where y is the constant of integration. 

For convenience write 

(2.16) y 2e cot u. 

Then the equation fox' this surface becomes 

(2.17) R'R e2 2eRA cot u. 

The intex't.ation of u in this form is determined by investigating 

tan u as obtained from equation (2.17) 

(2.18) tan u = 2cRA 2c/RA 
RR - c2 (RAR c2)/(R.A)2 

I i 
(2.19) C + (}.Jì.)2 c - 

RA kA tanu - -ti:- 1. 

ÂAR_ o+(R'J'.R)1 c_(R.LF.R) 
RWR R4 

Figure 3. 

ì 
C*CRWR) 

I< 

On comparing equation (2.19) with figure 3 one observes that 

(2.20) tan+tan 
tan(u) 

tan° tan j 
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It now foflows, that for a fixed u, equation (2.17) represents a 

sphere . Writing this equation in factored form, 

(2.21) (R - C Cot u A)(R - c cot u A) c2 cscu, 

the sphere is seen to have a radius of c csc u units and its center 

C cot u. units from the origin along A. 

Subtracting equation (2.9) from (2.8) and eliminating k between 

the resulting equation and (2.10) yields 

(2.22) dRPR dR'BB'R 

R' R[ccothv 

- ccothv 
(R. il R.BB.4(R. ) R)1 li 

after factorg out c(R eR)csch2 y, 

On removing the cornmon factor, assumed to be finito and 

different from zero, the differential equation beconies 

(2.23) dR' 1:i R dBBR 
R'R * 

This has the integral 

(2.21i) RB w- 
(R' 'P.R)2 

The factor from equation (2.22), 

(2.2S) ocothv _____ 
(RP'R)ì 2RPR 

will be finite if 

(2.26) R'"RO, or 

a condition previously considered. The factor will be different than 

zsro if simultaneously 

(2.27) RR C2, RA $ O. 

That is, points given by R must not lie on the circle of radius e 



norriial to A 

The surface defined by (2.21k) has the geometrical interpretation 

of a plane containing A. 

The surfaces which we have obtained are orthogonal to each 

other. This is demonstrated by the vanishing of the inner product of 

their gradients, 

(2.28) cAcotu-R Vu icscu' 
and 

(2.29) V - 
RP'RB-RBRP w - - 

(R .R)3/2 

(2.30) C A ct u -R R4'RB - R'BRP 
V u Vv - - . 2 C EA csc u (R P.R) 

R.q).RBR _ R-8R 9) 'R = 
cRsA(R .R)3/2c8c2u 

o. 



3. Functions of the Coordinate Representation 

Certain functions of the coordinates will be necessary in 

determining the toroidal harmonics These will be computed here so 

that they will be available when needed in the next section. 

The mixed inner products vanish, that is 

(3.1) VuVv VvVw VwVu O. 

The gradient of equation (2.2) was found to be 

(3.2) c coth y R'F- (R'.R) i 

cRI'.Rcsch V 

hence 

(3.3) Vv Vv = 2 coth2 V RFR - 2c(R.p.R)3'2cothv +R'R RR 
c2(R'4'R)2 csch2 y 

. (3.J4) VvVvR,R 
Clearing equation (3.2) of fractions, then taking the divergence 

yields 

(3,) 2cR1.Vv csch2v -2cR'R cscb2v coth vVvVv + cR.P.Rcsch2vtbVv 
, 1 - C csckxv R..W + c coth w -I5(RR) (R4'R). 

Reordering these terms and using (3.2) and (3.L) gives 

(3.6) cRI' 'R each y VVv 2cR R cach y cotti w 
. 

- 3c csch2v R' P f 
coth y R - (R ' R)R) 

L cR * R csch2v 

+ 2 coth y - L(i' 

whence 



V'Vv 
c oath y -(R'I' 

cR tF .R csch y 

In a similar manner one has corresponding equations for the 

other coordinates. The gradient of equation (2.17) was found to be 

c A cot u - fi (3.8) 
Vu 

= e RA csc2u 

hence 

(3.9) Vu'Vu = c2cot2u AA -2cRA cot u + RR 
C2 RAAR csc2u 

or 

(3.10) uVu 

Clearing (3.8) of fractions and taking the diergenee yields 

(3.11) -2e esc2u cot u R.AVu'Vu+c cse2u A'Vu+c esc2u R.AV.Vu 

C CSC2U A'Vu - 

on collecting terms and using ( 3.8) and ( 3.10) , one thtains 
.2 

(3.12) C CSC2U RAV Vu 2e csc2u cot u R A 

_2ccsc2uA.à0tU -3 
C CSC2U RA 

RA R.A' 

whence 

(3.13) VVu = _____ 
C R'A 

Lastly the gradient of equation (2.2b) 

i' - RRB-R'BRF 
( 3.LLl) Vw-- .,,, 

(R 'F .R)" 

hence 
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(3.1) -(11P R)RBRPB + (RB)2R.q4R \7wVw 
(R ' .3 

or 

(3.16) 7wVw R"R - (RB)2 i - 

The divergence of (3.1!t) is 

(3,17) 

(R.qIaR)3/2J24.B_R.p.J3_2R.B] 

This reduces to 

- _______ - w (.18) VVw-- 
(R.r)3f2 " 

Each of these functions contain either RA or By 

noting that 

(3.19) ReM.R + R'PR R'R, 

it is possible to eliminate the space vector R frcn these functions. 

The equations of the torus (2.2) and the sphere (2.17) are solved 

simultaneously to obtain 

(3.20) RA = C sin u/(cosh y - cos u) 

(R.p 'R) = C si.nh v/(cosh y - cos u). 

These solutions re readily verified by substituting into the original 

equations, however the computations involved to c$btain them are quite 

edis. 

Usine the abbreviation 

(3.21) H2 cash y - cas u, 

have 
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b. Laplace' a Differential Equatii 

We are ready to solve Laplace's differential equation (1.1) 
exuploiing toroida.l coordinates. 

The torus and the intersecting sphere are surfaces of rotation 
about the vector A; tìt is, there is symtxy with respect to this 
direction. Since the coordinate plane w is always coplanar with this 
vector, we suspect that a function of w will separate from f(u,v,w) as 

a product. Thus a solution 

(b.1) f(u,v,w) g(u,v)r(w) 

is tried. Then 

(Ii.2) Vf grVu + g,rVv + gr'Vw. 

Remeiiering that the miice inner products vanish, we obtain 

(b.3) VVr = g1Ç7.0 + grV'Vu + gr'Ç7v.Ç7v 

+ g' V ' Vv + gr" VwVw + gr ' V. Vw. 
Divide both sides of equation (b.3) by gr, set it equal to zero, and 

substituta in the tabulated data of ( 3 .22 ) . Then 

( b . b) gHb . gusin u + gjh + g.( Hcoth V - R2sjpj y) 

(14.5) 

Hb 
+ 

c2sinh2v 

The expression 

11-w2)r-wr' =0. 

H14 (co8hv -cosj 
; 

iszeroonlyffv0andu2n ,butvoonlywhenthepointsin 
question lie on the axis of rotation. These points are singular points 
of our representation and must be excluded from the analysis . This 



factor is then factored out of equation (L.LL). 

It is now possible to separate variables into 

(I.6) (lw2)rU_wrI+m2rO rr(w) 

and 

(1.7) guu - ____ + + gcoth V - 
BLT 

The variables in equation (1.7) are not separated by using a 

product function p(u)q(v) , due to the appearance of (cosh V cos 

as a multiplier of first partial derivatives. To compensate for this 

linear factor in the denominator, one uses the properties of the 

derivative of a radical and asaumes to solutïon 

(h.8) g = H p(u)q(v) (cosh y - cos u)p(u)q(v). 

Then 

(14.9) gu Hp'q + Csin upq, 

= ffpftq + lÇ1sIn u p'q +j iCcos u pq - ií3sin2u pq, 

gv = Hpqt + i Ir1sinh vpq, 

gvv = Hpq" + H1sinki y pci' + }fcosh vpq - JCsinhvpq. 

These partial derivatives are now subatituted into equation 

(14.?) to give 

(h.lo) Hp"q + H1sin u p'c + -}fcos u pq - íç3sinu pq 

-li1s1n u p'q - -Hs1nu pq 

+Hpqt +H1sinhvpq' +Wcoshvpq-}Ç3sinh2vpq 

+ Bpq'coth V + Hcosh y pq - IÇ1sirth V pq' - 3s2v pq 

= m2Hp 
sixth y 

Dividing both sides of equation (b.lO) by Hpq, collecting similar 



terms yields 

(b,U) p" ces u 3 sin2u + a!L cosh y 3 q1coth y 
p 2i q lili14 q 

m2 

= sinla2v 

Through the use of trigonometric snd hyperbolic identities this equation 

simplifies to 

(14.12) 

The variables of equation (14.12) readily separate into the 

ordinary differential equations 

(14.13) p" + O, p 

(14.114) q" + coth V q' (*2 )q m2csch2vq O, q q(v). 

The solution to La ]*ce' s differential equation in toroidal 

coordinates lias now been resolved into three ordinary differential 

equations . The Product of their solutions will be the toroide]. 

harmonics. 
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t:,. Toroidal kiaxnonics 

Each of the ordinary differential equations obtained in the last 

section has a standard solution. The nature of the solutione of 

equations (1.6) and (1.lh) will be more apparent if we make the 

following changes of variables, 

(f.1) w = cos z, y cosh y. 

Equations (14.6) and (L.1h) ncw take on the forms 

(5.2) d2r 2 -'ç = nL r O, 

(.3) 
M(y2 1) 

} - t( - 
)(n + -)+/ 1]q = o. 

The solutions of equations (Li.13) and (S.3) are both periodic; 

that is 

(;.h) P = 
: 

(acos nu + bsifl nu), 

and 

(set;) r (acos rnz + bmsin inz). 

Equation (.14) is recognized as Legendre's associated 

differential equation with a change of integral values of n to those of 

(n - è). The solutions will be associated Legendre functions of order 

( n - 1) [2 , b37] ; that is, 

(.6) q = P(y) + b Q(y). 

We are now able to write the solution to Laplace's differential 

equation in toroidal coordinates as 
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(5.7) f(u,v,w) f(u,v,cos z) 

(cosh y - 008 u)I (acos nu + basin 

amcos mz + brnain ).[aPi(cosh 'ir) + bQ_1(eosh y)]. 

This fwiction, mown as a toroidal or ring function, is the genera]. 

toroidal hanonic C. Neumann introduced this solution in his 

study of electrostatic and heat distribution in a ring. 
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6. Bipolar Harmonics 

Iii the first section of this paper the parametric equations for 

the sphere of Apollonius was obtained. This sphere is one of the 

boundary surfaces in bipolar coordinates. Vith computations analogous 

to those used with the torus, bipolar coordinates and theïr resulting 

harmonic functions cari be obtained. 

The paraictric equations (i.I) and (l.) combine to give a one 

parameter family of spheres 

(6.1) RR + C2 = 2RC cota Y, 

thich has the gradient 

(6.2) Vç0thTR. 
a.c osch2v 

We again seek two independent solutions of 

(6.3) Vv kdE. 

These solutions will be surfaces orthogonal to the spheres of 

Apollonius. 

To smpiify notation, two unit vectors are defined such that 

(6.L,) AA = 1, BB 1, AB O, BC = e. 

The same integrating factors a used for toroidal coordinates, 

'R, 'AAR, BBR, yield three scaler equations equivalent to (6.3). If 

these scalar equations are handled in a manner analogous to that in 

section two, one obtains solutions 

(6.S) R'R - e2 2c(R.I.R)Lot u, 

and 

- RB (6.6) w 
- (RR) 
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where 

(6.7) = i - BD. 

The tabulated data corresponding to (3.22) is 

(6.8 Vu'7u = V'Vu H1cot 
:2 

Vv'Vv 
= 

VwVw H(i - 

C Sill U 

since 

Hsinh y 
7'Vv 

C 

V.Vw- , 

c'sth'-u 

(6.9) RB c sinh v/(cosh V - cos u) and 

(R''R) = e sin u/(cosh ir - C08 u). 

Before proceeding we cali. attention to a similarity of form 

between toroidal and bipolar coordinate representation. The only 

difference in the equations of the torus and the sphere of Apolloniva 

is the exchange of a linear dyadic for the sphere in place of the planar 

dyadic of the torus The analogy of the coordinates is extended farther 

in that the first listed solutions for orthogonal surfaces have the same 

general form o± equation as the torus and sphere. However the d'adics 

employed are complimentary to tiose of the first defined surface in 

their respective coordinate systems. The third coordinates, the planes, 

differ only in orientation. To turbher emphasize this similarity we 

compare the six equations of the two coordinate systems. 



(6.10) Toroidal 

+ c2 2c(R. 4 .R)coth y RR + C2 2c(RBB'R)coth V 

i i 

ER - c2 = 2c(R.LAR)cot u flR e2 2c(R'R)cot u 

RB 
i 

(R 

= R"I' 'R + R'AA'R 

RA 
(R.'R)2 

RR R'BBR + R.R 

From this strong similarity of form it is conceivable why the tabulated 

data of (3.22) and (6.8) correspond so close1!. 

To obtain the harmonic functions of a bipolar system, one again 

uses equation (L.3) to obtain the differential equations 

(6.11) (l-w2)r"-wz'+mrO, rr(w), 

(6.12) g+gcotu_U8 +g_gl2.1T= III2 

H H sinu 

With an argument f ollowing the same lines as used with toroidal 

coordinates equation (6.12) yields two ordinary differential equations, 

(6.13) qn_[n(n+l)+]qo, qq(v) 

(6.lh) + cot u p' + [n(n + I) -su] 0, p p(u). 

The solution of (6.11) was found to be periodic, (S.S). By 

using a change in variable 

y = cos u, 

we again observe that equation (6.114) is Legendre's associated 

differential equation 

(6.16) 
[(1 * y2) 

] + 
[n(n + 1) 

} 

p , 



and hence has a standard solution. 

Fron the foregoing material we now write the general bipolär 

harmonic function as 

(6.17) f(u,v,w) f(u,v,cos z) 

= (cosh w -cos u). (acos rnz + bmaifl mz) 

(ao' + _(n1-)).[Pm(COS u) + bQ(cos 

The method of analysis used in this paper is applcab1e to other 

problems. Through its uses the coniputations needed to obtain a solution 

may be reduced considerably. 
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